You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HUSQVARNA 36/41. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the HUSQVARNA 36/41 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@@@Insufficient air filter maintenance increases the deposits on the spark plug. This can cause starting difficulties. Incorrectly adjusted chain increases
the wear and damage on the bar, the drive sprocket and the chain. You will find one or more of the following warning labels on the saw in black printing on
yellow background. USA A WARNING CAN A . WARNING A \ A /- /- > Avoid contact between any object and the guide bar tip. Contact can cause the chain
and guide bar to suddenly move upward and backward, which may cause serious injury. Use both hands on the handles. Follow all safety precautions in the
operator’s manual. Failure to follow instructions could result in serious personal injury.
Husqvarna 36 Recomm. for / Bar nose sprocket Chain /Bar length I Max 10 teeth or Husqvarna H30 / 16” I Max 10 teeth Huaqvarna H30 / 18” Other low
kickback comb. in operator’s manual. / . \ Avoid contact between any object and the guide bar tip.
Contact can cause the chain and guide bar to suddenly move upward and backward which may cause serious injury. Use both hands on the handles. Follow
all safety precautions in the operator’s manual Failure to follow instructions could result in serious personal injury. Recomm. for Huaqvarna 41 / Bar nose
sprocket Chain / Bar length / Max 10 teeth or Huaqvarna H30 / 16” / Max 10 teeth / 18” Huaqvarna H30 Other low kickback comb.
in operator’s manual. CAUTION! (b I q ATTENTION! et Ies instructions clansIe manuel de I’utilisateur. Chainsaws canbedangerous ! Lestron~onneuses
pauvent dangereuses @tre ! / ‘.operator’smanual. For safe operation follow all safety precautions and instructions in Pour la securite d’operation, observe
tous Ies reglements Displacement below3.8 cubic inches(62.3cc)whichcomplywiththe kickback requirements f AmericanNationalStandards o InstitutaB 175.1–
1991. ( Husqvarna 36 0 IJOOIAOOI O MADE IN U.S.
A ) SERIAL No-PLATE Each saw has a nameplate, fixed to the crankcase, with saw model identification and serial number. On this plate is also the country
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..... 19-22 3 II ~ Safety Precautions (4) Use caution when handling fuel. Move the chain saw at least 10 feet (3 m) from the fueling point before starting the
engine. Do not allow other persons to be near the chain saw when starting or cutting with the chain saw. Keep bystanders and animals out of the work area.
Do not start cutting until you have a clear work area, secure footing, and a planned retreat path from the falling tree.
Keep all parts of your body away from the saw chain when the engine is running. Before you start the engine, make sure that the saw chain is not contacting
anything. Carry the chain saw with the engine stopped, the guide bar and saw chain to the rear, and the muffler away from your body. Do not operate a chain
saw that is damaged, improperly adjusted, or not completely and securely assembled. Be sure that the saw chain stops moving when the throttle control
trigger is released. Shut off the engine before setting the chain saw down. Use extreme caution when cutting small size brush and saplings because slender
material may catch the saw chain and be whipped toward you or pull you off balance. When cutting a limb that is under tension be alert for springback so that
you will not be struck when the tension in the wood fibers is released. Keep the handles dry, clean, and free of oil or fuel mixture. Operate the chain saw only
in well-ventilated areas.
Do not operate a chain saw in a tree unless you have been specifically trained to do so. Do not operate a chain saw above shoulder height. All chain saw
service, other than the items listed in the operator’s/owner’s safety and maintenance instructions, should be performed by competent chain saw service
personnel. (For example, if improper tools are used to remove the flywheel or if an improper tool is used to hold the flywheel in order to remove the clutch,
structural damage to the fly-wheel could occur and subsequently cause the flywheel to burst.) When transporting your chain saw, use the appropriate guide
bar scabbard.
(ANSI B 175.1-1985 Appendix D) Safety Precautions for Chain Saw Users D 1. Kickback Safety Precautions WARNING!: KICKBACK may occur when the
nose or tip of the guide bar touches an object, or when the wood closes in and pinches the saw chain in the cut. (5) (6) DTip contact in some cases may cause
a lightning fast reverse REACTION, kicking the guide bar up and back towards the operator. DPinching the saw chain along the top of the guide bar may
push the guide bar rapidly back towards the operator.
DEither of these reactions may cause you to lose control of the saw which could result in serious personal injury. Do not rely exclusively upon the safety
devices built into your saw. As a chain saw user, you should take several steps to keep your cutting jobs free from accident or injury. (1) With a basic
understanding of kickback, you can reduce or eliminate the element of surprise. Sudden surprise contributes to accidents. (2) Keep a good firm grip on the
saw with both hands, the right hand on the rear handle, and the left hand on the front handle, when the engine is running. Use a firm grip with thumbs and
fingers encircling the chain saw handles. A firm grip will help you reduce kickback and maintain control of the saw. Don’t let go. (3) Make sure that the area
in which you are cutting is free from obstacles.
Do not let the nose of the guide bar contact a log, branch, or any other obstruction that could be hit while you are operating the saw. (4) Cut at high engine
speeds. (5) Do not overreach or cut above shoulder height. (6) Follow manufacturer’s sharpening and maintenance instructions for the saw chain. (7) Only
use replacement bars and chains specified by the manufacturer or the equivalent. (7) (8) (9) (lo) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) D 2. Other Safety
Precautions (I) Do notoperate chain saw with one hand! Serious a (19) mju to the operator, helpers, bystanders, or any 7 com inations of these persons may
result from onehanded operation. A chain saw is intended for twohanded use. (2) Do not operate a chain saw when you are fatigued. (3) Use safety footwear;
snug-fitting clothing; protective gloves; and eye, hearing, and head protection Note: This Annex is intended primarily for the consumer or occasional user.
devices. I For further safety precautions and basic cutting operations see: Operator’s Safety Manual. 4 What is what on the saw I o 5 o2 o 1 o3 ~ 11 o 10 0 1,
Cylinder cover, 2, Front handle.
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3. Front hand guard.
4, Starter. 5, Chain oil tank. 6. Starter handle. 7.
Adjustment screws, carburetor. 8. Choke/Throttle latch 9. Stop switch. Switches the ignition on and off. 10, Rear handle. 11, Fuel tank. 12, Sprocket nose. 13.
Saw chain.
14. Guide bar. 15. Muffler, 16. hain catcher. Catches the chain if the chain jumps or C breaks. 17, Clutch cover with a built-in chain brake. 18, Chain guard.
Protects the right hand if the chain breaks or jumps. 19, Throttle trigger.
20, Throttle trigger lockout, Prevents unintentional throttle movement. — — Technicalspecification m Engine Displacement Bore Stroke Idling Speed
Recommended max speed unloaded cu.inicc mm mm rpm rpm 36 2.2136 38 32 41 2.4/40 40 32 3000 3000 13.
000 CD RCJ7Y 0.02/0,5 13.000 Ignitionsystem Manufacturer/type of ignition system Spark Plug Electrode Gap Timing CD Phelon RCJ7Y Champion 0.02/0,5
inlmm Fixed; Nonadjustable Walbro pint/litre cc/rein pint/litre WT 239 0.73/0,40 6-8 0.
36/0,20 automatic 12.1/5,5 16/41 15/38 16/41 18146 16.3, 7t 3/8 .325 .050/1,3 .058/1,5 Fuel and lubricationsystem Manufacturer/type of carburetor Fuel tank
volume Oil pump capacity at 8000 rpm Oil tank volume Oil pump type WT 239 0.73/0,40 6-8 0.36/0,20 automatic 12.1/5,5 16/41 15/38 16/41 18146 16.3, 7t
3/8 .
325 ,050/1,3 .058/1,5 5 Weight With guide bar and chain, 16” lbs/kilos inlcm inlcm m/see, t in inlmm Chain and guide bar Standard bar length Recommended
bar lengths Chain speed at max power Pitch Thickness of driving links Mountingguide bar and chain [ ~ A I WARNING! Always weargloves,when working
with the chain, m order to protect your hands from injury. — ‘— -— Check that the chain brake is in disengaged position by moving the front hand guard
towards the front handle. Take off the bar nuts and remove the clutch cover (chain brake) Take off the transportation ring (A). \———— / ~r /-’ ,k\ / 1-+ ,’ —
\ 00 P!l Fit the bar over the bar bolts. Place the bar in its rearmost position. Place the chain over the drive sprocket and in the groove on the bar. Begin on
the top side of the bar. Make sure that the edges on the cutting links are facing forward on the top side of the bar. A .
—J.—.— I \ Fit the clutch cover (chain brake) and locate the chain adjuster pin in the hole on the bar. Check that the drive links of the chain fit correctly on
the drive sprocket and that the chain is in the groove on the bar. Tighten the bar nuts finger tight.
Tension the chain by using the combination wrench. Turn the chain adjuster screw clockwise. The chain should be tensioned until it fits snugly on the
underside of the bar. Hold up the tip of the bar and tighten the chain. The chain is correctly tensioned when there is no slack on the underside of tt bar, but it
can still be turned easily by hand.
Hold up the bar tip and tighten the bar nuts with the combination wrench. When fitting a new chain, the chain tension has to be checked frequently until the
chain is run-in. Check the chain tension regularly. A correctly tensioned chain gives good cutting performance and long lifetime. * ————-—— 6
Fuelmixand chainoil ~ WARNING! The chain saw is equipped with a two-stroke Fuel Always use a regular unleaded gasoline with minimum octane number
of 90. This engine is certified to operate on unleaded gasoline. engine. Always run the saw with fuel, which is mixed with oil. Provide for good ventilation,
when fueling or handling fuel. Two-stroke oil .
For the best performance, use Husqvarna two-stroke oil, which J!Erp~ .. –-->” (. ‘ \, M’‘ -Q,, “ h ‘. . . . . . .
.—.. .> ~ .
\, ‘G m fci l\ Gasolin Benzin Essence Gasolina Lit 2%(1 is especially developed for chain saws. Mixing ratio 1:50 (2 0/0), If Husqvarna two-stroke oil is not
available, you may use another two-stroke oil of good quality. Mixing ratio 1:33 (3%). In countries where no two-stroke oil is available, motor oil SAE 30 can
be used. Mixing ratio 1:25 (4%).
Never use multi-grade oil (1OW-30) or waste oil. Always mix fuel and oil in a clean container. Always start by filling half the amount of fuel, which is to be
used, Then add the whole amount of oil. Mix (shake) the fuel mixture, Add the remaining amount of fuel, Mix (shake) the fuel mix thoroughly before filling the
fuel tank on the saw. f) b Oil .01. Huile . Aceite Lit. 4%(1 5 10 15 20- :50) 0,10 0,20” 0,30 0,40 3“/0(1 :33) 0,15 0,30 0,45 0,60 :25) 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80
5%(1:20) 0,25 0,50 0,75 1,00 Drm ground. Hold the handles with both hands and apply full throttle, Activate the chain brake by turning your left wrist
against the hand guard, without releasing your grip around the front handle.
The chain should stop immediately (illustr.). Inertia activating function control The chain brake must be checked several times daily. Hold the chain saw
approx. 35 cm (14“) above a trunk or other firm object (illustr,). CAUTION! The engine must be shut off. Release your grip around the front handle and let
the saw by its own weight rotate around the rear handle. When the tip of the bar hits the trunk, the brake should activate, Maintenance: ~ WARNING! Dirt
and wear affect the function of the brake. Follow all maintenance instructions, carefully. If anything is incorrect with your chain brake contact your servicing
dealer.
L With the engine shut off, the hand guard can be moved back and forth, to ensure that the mechanism works freely and also that the brake activates. If
necessary, clean the brake from resin and chips. Lubricate the mechanism and bearing surfaces with oil. Check that the brake band is at least 0.65 mm (.
026 in) thick, at the most worn part. min 0,65 mm \ 9 Maintenanceand function Air filter The air filter must be regularly cleaned from dust and dirt in order to
avoid: Carburetor malfunctions Starting problems Engine power reduction Unnecessary wear on the engine parts . Abnormal fuel consumption Harmful
emissions Clean the air filter daily or more often if the air is exceptionally dusty in the working area. Disassemble the air filter by removing the cylinder cover
and unscrew the filter. When reassembling, make sure that the filter is tight against the filter holder.
Clean the filter by brushing or shaking it. A more thorough cleaning of the filter is obtained by washing it in water and soap. Do not use gasoline or any other
flammable liquid to clean the filter; doing so can create a fire hazard and produce harmful evaporative emissions. An air filter, which is used for some time,
cannot be cleaned completely. Therefore it must be replaced by a new one, with regular intervals. IMPORTANT! A damaged air filter must always be
replaced. q q q q q Muffler The muffler is designed in order to reduce the noise level and to direct the exhaust gases away from the operator. The exhaust
gases are hot and can contain sparks, which may cause fire if directed against dry and combustible material. Some mufflers are equipped with a special
screen.
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If your saw has this type of muffler, you should clean the screen at least once a week.
This is done with a wire brush. The screen must be replaced, if damaged. The saw will be overheated, if the screen is clogged. This results in damage on the
cylinder and the piston. CAUTION! Never use a saw with a clogged or defective muffler. 0,5 mm Spark plug The spark plug condition is influenced by: An
incorrect carburetor setting. Wrong fuel mixture (too much oil in the gasoline). A dirty air filter, These factors cause deposits on the spark plug electrodes,
which may result in malfunction and starting difficulties. If the engine is low on power, difficult to start or runs poorly at idling speed, always check the spark
plug first. If the spark plug is dirty, clean it and check the electrode gap.
Readjust if necessary. The correct gap is 0.5 mm (.020”). The spark plug should be replaced yearly, or earlier if the electrodes are badly eroded.
q q q Y7 ORTANT! Always use the recommended spark plug type, ng type may ruin the piston/cylinder. I Clutch drum/chain sprocket The clutch drum is
equipped with one of the following chain SDrOCketS: q o B ,,’5”” ,/’ ““ .(,[ , . 1, ( $@@ q Spur sprocket (A) (the chain sprocket is welded on the drum) ’ Rim
sprocket (B) (exchangeable) Both versions have buit-in neeldle bearing at the drive shaft, whitch has to be greased regularly (once a week). NOTE! Use only
high quality bearing grease.
10 Starter device J ~ q WARNING! When the recoil spring is assembled in the starter housing, it is in tensioned position and can when treated carelessly, pop
out and cause injuries. Always be careful, when changing the recoil spring or the starter cord. Always wear safety goggles for eye protection, q Changing a
broken or worn starter cord ..... .? -2,’” ,. “ ~~•~.
N ,/ . .“ Loosen the screws, that hold the starter device against the crankcase and remove the starter device, Pull out the cord approx. 30 cm and lift it up into
the notch in the ?~r’~~~ethe recoil spring by letting the pulley rotate SIOWIY t backwards. Undo the screw in the centre of the pulley and remove the pulley.
Insert and fasten a new starter cord in the pulley. Wind approx. 4 turns of the starter cord on to the pulley. Assemble the starter pulley against the recoil
spring, so the end of the spring engages to the pulley. Fit the screw in the centre of the pulley.
Carry the starter cord through the hole in the starter housing and the starter handle. Make a knot on the starter cord. 4* ,-+,,., , .,==: P ~ .
, ~ 4 -BY A L I ! 1 , , — Tensioning the recoil spring Lift the starter cord up in the notch on the starter pulley and turn the starter pulley 2 turns clockwise,
NOTE! Check that the starter pulley can be turned at least half a turn, when the starter cord is entirely pulled out. J I 1Changing the broken recoil spring Lift
the starter pulley. (See, Changing a broken or worn starter cord). The recoil spring is disassembled from the starter device, with its inside facing down. Tap
the starter lightly against a working bench or similar.
Put a new recoil spring in the right position, If the spring pops out when assembling, it should be mounted again, out and in towards the centre. Lubricate the
recoil spring with thin oil. Assemble the starter pulley, and tension the recoil spring. /’ ‘>’ ,,. /, — /. ,/ IStarter device assembly IAssemble the starter device,
by ~ulling the starter cord out first, then place the starter against the crankcase. @@@@@@in.(62,3 cc) cylinder displacement. @@@@The following list
is the chain saw manufacturers recommendations. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@A too loose chain can also ruin the chain, bar and drive
sprocket.
@@~ WARNING! @@CAUTION! @@@@@@Waste oil must be avoided for the same reason. @@@@Clean bar groove and oil filling hole regularly, i a
\/ (A / 4 12 Checking the lubrication Direct the nose of the guide bar against a bright object, at a distance of abt 20 cm (8”). Run the saw at 3/4 full throttle
for l/21 minute and check that there is oil sprayed on the object. Check daily for: “Cracks in rivets and links of the chain. q q oExcessive wear on side links
and cutters or stiffness in the chain. A cutter should never be filed to less than 5/32 inch or 4 mm. Correct depth gauge setting. NOTE! Change the drive
sprocket each time you fit a new chain. Chain maintenance Sharpening Never cut with a dull saw chain. A chain which does not cut unless you press it hard
against the wood is damaged, dull or incorrectly filed.
In order to file the chain correctly you need: round file (A), file gauge (B), flat file (C) and a depth gauge tool (D). By using the correct file size (see the table)
and an file gauge with a marked filing angle, it is easier to receive a good result. NOTE! Check that the drive link does no?have a too large play in the bar
groove. This can give an incorrect filing result. Always file from the inside of the teeth and out.
Then turn the saw and file on the other side. In order to receive a straight cut in the wood, all the teeth should be filed to the same length. If the chain is filed
regularly, only a few strokes are needed on every saw tooth. For the best performance, every chain type has different cutting angles, file sizes and filing depth
(see the table). 1 1111 — ~ I WARNING! If a too small filing size is used or the file is kept too deep in the cutting tooth, the chain will be dangerously
aaoressive.
This means that kick-back can occur. .. * 1’ min 4 mm ,,,,,,,,.,.,,, . Depth gauge In order to receive the best performance and life time of the chain, always keep
the prescribed depth gauge setting. ~ WARNING ! A too big depth gauge makes the chain dangerously aggressive. This means that kickback can occur. B 00 ‘.
..., ... .,., 0,65 mm ~ —, - l-l inch 1 @ C!2h ~ “’1””~e“’”” + o~o 00 o c’ f-J’Jl 00 q ..
.....
,,).. $’,., # inchlmm I inch/mm I inch/mm 14,5 14Sl_&G +30 r130 91SG .325 0.
058/1,5 .325 .325 3/8 0.05011.3 0.050/1;3 0.050/1,3 311614,8 3/16/4,8 5J32J4,5 A dd 60° 85° 85° 85° o“ 10° 10° o“ .025/0,65 .025/0,65 .02510,65 .
025/0,65 Xiiii&d 1614118618146172 1413515216t39156 13 Maintenance Tools and materials The tools and material shown are absolutely essential for
routine everyday safe operation and maintenance of a chain saw. T-wrench (A) – This type of wrench or its equivalent should always be carried with your
chain saw. The wrench is needed to adjust chain tension which must be correctly adjusted for safer cutting. Small screwdriver (B) – Used for carburetor
adjustment. Files - You need one round file (C) with file gauge (D) to sharpen the cutting teeth of the chain and one flat file (E) and depth gauge tool (F) for
filing the depth gauge. During winter time, powder snow and cold weather can cause running problems, such as: Too low engine temperature.
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Icing on the air filter and carburetor. Air filter “MEDIUM MESH” must be used, q q I I I Centrifugal cleaning Centrifugal cleaning means the following: All
air to the carburetor is carried through the starter. Dirt and dust is centrifuged away by the cooling fan. IMPORTANT! In order to keep the function of the
centrifugal cleaning, a continous maintenance and care must be made.
o Clean the air intake to the starter, the fan wings of the flywheel, the space around the flywheel, inlet pipe and carburetor space. r Maintenance Below you
will find some general maintenance instructions. If you have more questions, contact your servicing dealer. Use only genuine Husqvarna replacement parts.
Q 1 -;;;@ , .
,, ‘ Daily maintenance: 1. Check the throttle trigger for smooth operation. If any binding occurs, or if engine fails to return to idle, the saw should be ~’ taken
to your dealer, before it is used again. Also, be sure tha the trigger cannot be pulled until the throttle trigger lockout is 2, Clean the chain brake and check its
function according to the ‘epressed instructions. Make sure that the chain catcher is undamaged.
Otherwise replace it immediately. 3. Clean or replace the air filter as necessary. Check for damage or holes. 4. The bar should be turned daily for more even
wear, Check the lubrication hole in the bar, to be sure it is not clogged. Clean the bar groove, if the bar has a sprocket tip, this should be lubricated. 5. Check
the function of the oiler to be sure the bar and chain receive proper lubrication, 6. Sharpen the chain and check its tension and condition.
Check the drive sprocket for wear. Replace if necessary. 7. Check the starter and starter cord for wear or damage. Clean the air intake slots on the starter
housing. 8. Checkfor any loosenuts and screws and retighten if necessary, 9. Test the stop switch to be sure it shuts off the engine. , Ill L– El —-B , pi ~ . ,/ ,.
, ~N ‘) /# /’ 5 E I @ D ~ ~ Mm = :*4 )’i * Q ‘~ -J2+ -+ ., / ./’, </’ I-1--.J Weekly maintenance: 10.Check that the AV elements are not soft or torn.
11. Lubricate the clutch drum bearing. 12. File off burrs, if any, on the sides of the bar. 13, Clean the spark plug and check the gap.
The correct gap is 0.5 mm (.020 in). 14. Check the starter and the recoil spring. Clean the fins on the flywheel, 15. Clean the cooling fins on the cylinder. 16.
Clean or change the screen in the muffler. 17.
Clean the carburetor body and air box. 1 I Mpiiiii 18 mm mln 19 , -=... ,“’.= –:.“ w,. 0,65 mm I Monthly maintenance: 18. Check the brake band on the chain
brake for wear. —— Ezl Ezz 4 / 19, Check the clutch centre, clutch drum and clutch spring for wear.
20. Clean the outside of the carburetor. 21. Check the fuel filter. Change if necessary.
22. Flush the inside off the fuel tank with gasoline. 23. Flush the inside of the oil tank with gasoline. 24.
Check all cables and connections. 15 Ill!l Carburetor I Functioning, Basic setting, Final setting ~ WARNING,! not startthe sawwithoutthe bar, chain and
clutch DO cover (chain brake) assembled. If you do, the clutch might come loose and cause severe injuries. 1 I , The carburett~r governs the engine speed via
the throttle trigger. In the carburetor, air/fuel is mixed. This air/fuel mixture is adjustable. If you want to take advantage of the maximum output of the engine,
the setting must be correct. The setting of the carburetor means that the engine is adjusted to local conditions, for example climate, altitude, petrol and type of
two-stroke oil. The carburetor has three adjustment possibilities: L=Low speed needle H=High speed needle T=Idle speed adjustment screw The fuel quantity
required in proportion to the airflow the throttle trigger level allows is adjusted by means of the L- and H-needles. Turning the needles clockwise gives a
leaner fuel mixture (less fuel), turning them counter-clockwise gives a richer fuel mixture (more fuel).
A lean mixture gives higher rpm:s and a rich one lower rpm:s. NOTE: Your unit is equipped with limiter caps, do not attempt to adjust the needles beyond the
stop as damage can occur. The idling speed screw T regulates the position of the throttle lever in the idling speed position. Turn the idling speed screw
clockwise gives a higher idling speed, turn it counter-clockwise a lower idling speed. Functioning q q  q Basic setting The carburetor is adjusted to a basic
setting when the saw is tested at the factory. The basic setting is richer than the optimum setting and shall be maintained during the first working hours.
Thereafter, do the final setting of the carburetor. The basic setting can vary between: H=2-118to 2-7/8 turn respectively L=l-1/2 to 2-1/4 turn. NOTE! If the
chain rotates in the idling position, turn the idling speed screw counter-clockwise until the chain stops. q Final setting q After the “break in” period(about5
hours),thefinalsettingis to bedone.
This setting is doneto ensurethatyourunitis running at peak performance and producing the least amount of harmful emissions.Have the final aetting done by
qualified servicepersonnel.This serviceis not coveredby warrantv. First’,adjust the low speed needle L, then the high speed needleH, and finally the idling
speedscrewT. The carburetor shouldbe set accordingto the following RPM limits: Max.
speed (no Ioad)=l 3,000 rpm Idlingspeed=2800/3200rpm 1 [ Conditions q Before all settings are done the air filter must be clean and the cylinder cover
mounted. “ Set the needles marked T, L, and H to the mid point of the limiter cap, Start the saw according to the starting instructions and warm it up during
10 minutes. NOTE! if the chain rotates in the idling position, turn the idling speed screw counter-clockwise until the chain stops. D Put the saw on a flat
surface, the bar pointing in the opposite direction of you. Avoid that bar and chain get into contact with the surface or other objects.
q , J4 16 Carburetor #@~ ,’ ,’ :67 .. ,. o + 1/4 # ‘, NOTE! Do not attempt to adjust the needlesbeyondthe stops as damagecan occur. rpm Ulmln trlmn olmln
rlmin Low speed needle L Try to find the highest idling speed by turning the low speed needle L within the limits of the limiter cap. When the highest speed
has been found, turn the low speed needle L 1/16 turn counter-clockwise or to the limiter cap stop. NOTE! If the chain rotates in the idling position, turn the
idling speed screw counter-clockwise until the chain stops. 1 1111 ,“ ‘. ..
‘. ‘. ~ @ ‘%5 High speed needle H Th= high speed needle H influences the power of the saw. A too lean adjusted high speed needle H (high speed needle H
closed too much) gives overrevs and damages the engine. let the saw run at full speed for about 10 seconds. Thereafter, turn the high speed needle H 1/16
turn counter-clockwise. Let the saw run again at full speed for about 10 seconds and note the difference in the engines sound.
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The high speed needle H is correctly set when the saw “4-cycles” a little. If the saw “whistles” the setting is too lean. If there is too much exhaust gas at the
same time as the saw “4 cycles” much, the setting is too rich, Turn the high speed needle H until the setting sounds correct.
If the engine does not operate properly within the limiter cap range, do not use the unit. Take it to your Authorized Service Dealer MOTE!For optimum setting
of the carburetor, contact a qualified servicing dealer who has a revolution counter at his ~isposal. The maximum speed recommended, 13000 rpm, nust not
be exceeded. pm JImin rlmn )Imin Imin ~.~ @ I I , , , I r — Final setting of the idling speed T Adjust the idling speed with the screw T, If it is necessary to
readjust, first turn the idle speed adjusting screw T clockwise, until the chain starts to rotate.
Then turn, counter-clockwise until the chain stops. A correctly adjusted idle speed setting (approx. 3000 rpm) occurs when the engine runs smoothly in every
position. It should also be good margin to the rpm when the chain starts to rotate. CAUTION! contact your servicing dealer, if the idle speed setting cannot be
adjusted so that the chain stops.
Do not use the saw until it has been properly adjusted or repaired. CARBURETOR MIXTURE NEEDLES WITHLIMITERCAPS LH m Correctly adjusted
carburetor A correctly adjusted carburetor means that the saw accelerate without hesitation and the saw 4-cycles a little at max speed. Furthermore, the
chain must not rotate at idling. A too lean adjusted low speed needle L may cause starting difficulties and bad acceleration. A too lean adjusted high speed
needle H gives lower powerless capacity, bad acceleration and/or damage to the engine. A too rich adjustment of the two speed needlea L and H gives
acceleration problems or too low working speed. 17 Eaui~mentneeded I Clothing The proper-clothing and equipment (as shown) protect you from many
potential hazards such as lacerations, thrown objects, and hearing loss. Always wear: safety helmet . ear protection visor or goggles heavy-duty non-slip
gloves safety pants or chaps boots with steel toe caps and no-slip soles q q q q q — First aid kit — A first aid kit approved by the Red Cross or an
organization of similar stature should always be carried in case of injury in the field. A kit should contain large dressings for lacerations, splints and slings
for fractures, antiseptic and other optional items for your safety and convenience such as insect repellent.
< l--- Forestry tools Wedge – You should carry at least one non-metal wedge to help “emove a stuck saw safely. Axe – Useful for trimming and clearing work
that is hazardous or ,Iot recommended for a chain saw. Felling iever and hook - The felling lever is used to assist in feiling a tree, and the hook can be used to
move a felied tree. I 1 Generalworking instruction General Avoid cutting in adverse weather conditions, such as dense fog, heavy rain, high winds, etc.
Adverse weather is often tiring to work in and creates potentially dangerous conditions such as slippery ground. High winds may force the tree to fall in an
unexpected direction causing property damage or personal injury. Never use a chain saw to pry or for any purpose for which it is not intended. Avoid
stumbling on obstacles such as stumps, roots, rocks, branches and fallen trees. Watch out for holes and ditches. Be extremely cautious when working on
slopes or uneven ground.
Shut off the saw when moving from one work place to another. Always cut a wide-open throttle. A slow moving chain can easily catch and force the saw to
jerk. Don’t be embarrassed to ask for help if you get into a cutting situation that seems dificult to you. To continue could be dangerous.
For example - an obstacle such as power lines, close to the cutting area. When cutting with the bottom part of the chain the reactive force will pull the saw
away from you towards the wood you are cutting. The saw will control the feeding speed and sawdust will be directed towards you. ( -1 )] 1 & A I I —1 w J A
W t WARNING! A majority of kickback accidents occur durina Iimbing. Do not use the nose of the guide bar.
@@Be extremely cautious of limbs under tension. @@@@@@The notch should be deep enough to create a hinge of sufficient width and strength. The notch
opening should be wide enough to direct the fall of the tree as long as possible. Felling cut Saw the felling cut from the other side of the tree and (3-5 cm)
above the edge of the notch.Never saw completely through the trunk. Always leave a hinge. The hinge guides the tree. If the trunk is completely cut through,
you lose control over the felling direction. Insert a wedge or a felling lever in the cut well before the tree oecomes unstable and starts to move, This will
prevent the ~uidebar from binding in the felling cut if you have misjudged the ‘ailing direction. Make sure no people have come into the range of the falling
tree before you push it over.
1 I ~ Felling cut, trunk diameter less than guide bar length Saw either with a pushing chain (top of guide bar) .,. or with a pulling chain (bottom of guide bar),
t cl” I Felling cut, trunk diameter greater than guide I bar length Make a boring cut. Watch out for kickbacks. Do not usethe upper tip quadrant of the guide
bar tip. Saw with a pushing chain. Leave a sufficient hinge. Complete the felling cut by sawing around the trunk with a pulling chain. + Generalworking
instruction I Limbing Limbing is removing the branches from a felled tree. ~ WA~NING! A majority of kickback accidents occur during Itmbmg.
Do not use the nose of the guide bar. Be extremely cautious and avoid contacting the log, other limbs or objects with the nose of the guide bar. Be extremely
cautious of limbs under tension. @@Stand on the left side of the trunk. Maintain a secure footing and rest the saw on the trunk.
Hold the saw close to you so that you are in full control of it. Keep well away from the chain. Move only when the trunk is between you and the chain. Watch
out for spring back of limbs under tension. Limbing thick branches When Iimbing thick branches, the guide bar may get pinched easily.
Branches under tension often snap up, so cut troublesome branches in small steps. Apply the same principles as for cross cutting. Think ahead and be aware
of the possible consequences of all your actions. I I 1 Cross cuttinglbucking Before starting to cut through the log, try to imagine what is going to happen.
Look out for stresses in the log and cut through in such a manner that the guide bar will not get pinched. Cross cutting logs, pressure on top Firm stance.
Begin with an upper cut. Do not cut too deeply about 1/3 of the log diameter is enough. Finish with a bottom cut. The saw cuts should meet.
Cross cutting logs, pressure on bottom Firm stance. Begin with a bottom cut. The depth of the cut should be about 1/3 of the log diameter. Finish with an
upper cut.
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The saw cuts should meet. I & w (m Y 2 8 I the saw gets stuck f Stop the engine. - Raise the log or change its position, using a thick branch or pole as a lever.
Do not try to pull the saw free. If you do, you can deform the handle or be injured by the saw chain if the saw is suddenly released. u %/ ~w<k k ? \ ~ 21
Generalworkina instruction Commonsense We have already pointed out that a chain saw is a dangerous tool, if used carelessly, or if improperly maintained.
If you use your chain saw as intended, it is an excellent tool. Should you lack information in any respect, should you feel uncertain about anything, please
contact us or one of our servicing dealers. Feel free to visit our servicing dealers at any time. They will give you continuous information about new features
on our saws, safety devices, new products, new accessories, etc. 22 .
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